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insipid - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. Is something important
missing? Report an error or suggest an improvement. Definition of insipid - lacking flavour;
weak or tasteless. SYNONYMY NOTE: insipid implies a lack of taste or flavor and is, hence,
figuratively applied to anything that is lifeless, dull, etc. [insipid table talk]; vapid, flat1.
Insipid definition is - lacking taste or savor: tasteless. How to use insipid in a Nglish:
Translation of insipid for Spanish Speakers. Britannica.
Definition of insipid in the bullandtassel.com dictionary. Information and translations of
insipid in the most comprehensive dictionary definitions resource on the. Definition &
Synonyms. • Insipid. (a.) Wanting in spirit, life, or animation; uninteresting; weak; vapid; flat;
dull; heavy; as, an insipid woman; an insipid composition.
1 English. Etymology; Pronunciation; Adjective. Synonyms; insipid (comparative more
insipid, superlative most insipid) flat; lacking character or definition . Numbers do not
necessarily match those in definitions. Definition of insipid written for English Language
Learners from the Merriam- Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage
examples, and. Translate insipid into Spanish. Find words for insipid in Spanish in this
Spanish- English dictionary. How would you define insipid? Add your definition here.
Define insipid. insipid synonyms, insipid pronunciation, insipid translation, English dictionary
definition of insipid. adj. 1. Lacking flavor or zest; not tasty: insipid. insipid in the Food topic
by Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English DF food or drink that is insipid does not
have much taste SYN bland an insipid pasta . adj. lacking interest or significance or impact;
an insipid personality ; jejune novel .. English is a pluricentric language, which means that no
one national. English to Dutch translation results for 'insipid' designed for tablets and mobile
insipid. adjective. flat; lacking character or definition. insipid > karakterloos;. Blahs definition,
nonsense; rubbish: What they say is blah. See more. adjective . insipid; dull; uninteresting.
Explore bullandtassel.com Phrases From Emoji? These Are the Longest Words in English;
These Are the Saddest Phrases in English.
insipid] translation german, English - German dictionary, meaning, see also ' insipidity',inside'
F.Y.I one insipid article does not mean people here like you.
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